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Chapter I.
General Statement
1.

Progress in Research
During the fiscal year, July 1, 1950 to

June 30, 1951, the Iowa State Highway Commission
expanded its research program by adding to the
worl{ under way during the previous fiscal year,
fifteen substantial projects recommended to the
Commission by the Iowa Highway Research Board.
The major portion of the projects under way in
the previous fiscal year have been
this fiscal year.

~ctive

in

All of the additional pro-

jects have gotten under way during this fiscal
year.
This year, as in the past, the work has
been performed partly by Commission forces and
partly by outside agencies such as the

I~stitute

of Hydraulic Research at Iowa City, the State
University of Iowai Iowa State College, the Iowa
Geological Survey and the United States Geological
Survey.

The major portion of the fifteen new

projects has been assigned to these outside agencies,
2e

Other Research Cooperation
The Commission is affiliated with the

Highway Research Board of the National Research
";1

Council of the National Academy of Sciences,
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Engineers of the Commission regularly attend
the annual meetings of that Board and take
part in committee work throughout the year.
l'lr. W. H. Root, Maintenance Engineer of the
Commission, is now a member of the Board of
Directors of the Highway Research Board and is
also a member of the I"owa Highway Research Board.,
The State Highway Commission has been a
contributor to the Correlation Service of the
Highwey Research Board since the inauguration of
that service in 1944.

The contribution of the

Commission to that servide is now $2,956.00 per
year..

This contribution is paid, one half from

State primary road funds and one half from
Federal aid road funds allotted to the State,
The purpose of this correlation service is to
keep the Bureau of Public Roads and all of the
state highway departments informed as to the
nature and. the progress of all highway research
work being carried on by the highway research
agencies in all of the states.

Through this

service, the research data developed in any state
are made available to all other states.

The

effect of the service is to eliminate unnecessary
duplication of work and to provide ror an
efficient distribution of research data as soon

-3-as it becomes availablem

3.

Highway Research Pro,iects under way on
July 1 •. 1949.
Previous to July 1, · 19L1-9 1 the Iowa State

Highway Commission had inl:tiated and carried on
a substantial research program pertaining
principally to primary road problems.
major portion of the

rese~rch

The

projects in this

program have been active only when technical
personnel has been available between assignments
in routine duties in testing and inspection work
associated with construction and maintenance
operatiqns.

As a consequence, only a little

is accomplished on each of a number of research
projects in each year.

Sometimes, a given project

may remain inactive for a year or more at a time.
In these circumstances,· the list of projects
active in a given year varies from year to year
even without the addition or completion of projects.·
For the present, it seems advisable to continue
this program on the same basis· as in the past
with respect to the projects under way in some
form on July 1, 1949 .~

Some work was done on each

of the following of this group of projects during
the fiscal year July 1 1 1950 to June 30, 1951.·.
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In the list which follows, these projects
have be.en classified in two groups 1 one contain'.:"
ing the pJ:'ojects carried op by the Commission
with its own forces, principally by the

Depart~

ment of Materials and Tests, and th.e other
containing the projects carried on by outside
agencies for the Commission under contract
with the Commission.
A.

Projects initiated prior to July 1, 1949

and carried on by the Commission through the ·
Department of Materials and

Tests~

R-11

Strength of Concrete

R-62

Soundness Tests on s·tone

R-69

Tests of Subgrade

R-79

Durabilit~

R-84

Freezing & Thawing Tests on Large Stone Blocks

R~89

Durability of Oil-Soil Mixtures

R-90

Study of Rolled Stone Bases

R-102

Durability

R-103

Service Tests of Centerline Paints

R-111

Service Tests on Metal Blast Plates

~oils

of Concrete

of

Concrete Pavements

R-121 ·Absorption Test Methods for.Concrete and
Clay Pipe
R-1~3

Pre-Mixes for Highway Maintenance Work

R-128

Miscellaneous Minor Investigations

~s-

R-130

Crystallographic Study of Iowa Limestones

R-1.31

Load Carrying Capacity of Roads as
Affected_ by Frost

R-133

Cracking of Asphaltic Wearing Surfaces

R-134

Methods of Testing Asphaltic Concrete
Mixtures

R-135

Condition and Crack Surveys of Concrete
Pavement

R-_137

Strength and Durability of Clay Drain Tile

R-139

Light Weight Aggregates for Concrete

R-140

Variable Base and Mat Thickness

R-14.3

Variable Thickness Concrete Pavement for
Light Traffic Roads

B..

Projects initiated prior to July 1 1 1949 and

carried on-by the Commission through outside agencies 9 1216-A

Scour Around Bridge Piers and Abutments

1216-B

Loads ·an Negative Projecting Conduits

1216-C

Roadside Seeding

4.

Secondar¥ Road Research
While there has been a considerable amount

of primary roaq research carried on in the past,
there has been little research work pertaining
specifically to secondary roads.

This has been

due largely to the fact that funds were unavailable especially for secondary road research.- .. A
remedy for this situation was provided through

~n
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Act of the 53rd General Assembly that now
appears as Section 310034 to Jl0o36, Code 1950,
in which authorization is given for the expenditure of not more than one and one half per
cent of the farm-to-market road fund in any
year for secondary road research.

_Under the

provisions of this Act, a total of $50,000
was set aside f'rom farm-to-market funds during
the fiscal year July 1, 1950 to June 30, 1951
for secondary road researche

5 •. Iowa Highway Research Board Created
All highway research has some relation to
all classes or systems of roads,.

A given highway

research project may be instituted, carried on,
completed and paid for as a primary road project,
but the data and findings derived therefrom may
be equally valuable in the design, construction
and maintenance of secondary roads.
the results of

~

Likewise,

secondary road research project

may be equally useful on primary roads.

There

is no clear dividing line between the two •.

It is

obvious, therefor, that there should be one central
clearing house for all highway research in the
State.

Such a clearing house should bring together

all agencies in the State that are especially
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inter.ested in highway research and should seek
a correlation of their efforts in a well balanced
long range research program specifically focused
on the major needs of each class or system of
highways in the State.
To affect this correlation, the Iowa State
Highway Commission created. the Iow·a Highway
Research Board which undertook its duties late
in the fiscal year which ended June JO, 1950.
This Board deals with all highway research, both
for primary and secondary roads, that may be
carried on vnder the jurisdiction of the Commission
from eithev primary or farm-to-market road funds.,
The Board was actively engaged throughout the
whole of this fiscal year in

the·dischar~e

of the

duties imposed upon it by the Commission.

6.

lVIembers and Alternate Membe:i:-s Of the
Iowa Highway.Research Board•
The membership of the Iowa Highway Research

Board as of June JO, 1951 was as foliows·t
Appointed bl

F. M. Dawson

Position

Term Expires

State Univer- Dean,College
sity of Iowa of Engineering

1-1-53

J. F. Downie Smith, Iowa
Dean, Engineering l•l-53
State College Division
R. E. Robertson

li

-

Cerro Gordo
1-1-54
Iowa Association County Engineer
of County
Engineers

r-------
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Appointed by
P. A. Michel

Position

Term Expires

1./ Iowa Association Montgomery
of County
Engineers

C. A. Elliott

County Engineer

Iowa Association Greene County
of County Ellgineers Engineer

1-1-54

1-1-52

J. R. Dougherty Iowa Association
Muscatine County 1-1-52
of County Engineers Engineer

Edward Winkel

Iowa Association
Osceola County
of County Engineers Engineer

l~l-53

R. J. Wallace

Iowa Association
Buchanan County
of County Engineers Engineer

1-1-53

Iowa State
Maintenance
Highway Commission
Engineer

1-1-54

W. H.

2:.1
Root 1/

Bert Myers

Iowa. State
Highway Commission

Materials &
Tests Engineer

1-1-52

W. E. Jones

Iovm State
Highway Commission

Assistant to
Chief Engineer

1-1-53

1/

Reappointed January 1, 1951 to full three year terms

:?:./ Appointed April 17, 1951 to serve unexpired portion

of term of L .• J. Schiltz who resigned March 30, 1951 ..

At the regular meeting, February 23, 1951,
the Iowa Highway Research Board elected W. E. Jones,
Chairman and Bert Myers, Vice Chairman, to succeed
themselves in those positions for the year 1951.
Alternate members of the Board as of Jti.ne 30 1
1951 were as follows:
L. W. Croft, Dallas County Engineer as the alternate

for

c.

;

A. Elliott.

-9:Jas. Lo Stover, Chickasaw County Engineer as the
alternate for R. Eo Robertsone
W. L .• Anderson, O !Brien County Engineer as the

al terna.te for Edvmrd Winkel ..

J. Sherman Held, Guthrie County Engineer as the
alternate for P. A •. Michel~
A. w. Hinderman, Louisa County Engineer as the
alternate for J. R. Dougherty ..
R. H. Justen, Johnson County Engineer as the
alternate for R. J~ Walls.Ceo
George R. Townf Associate Director, Engineering
Experiment Station~ Iowa State College, as an
alternate for J" f'" :Jownie Srni tho
Ladis H. Csanyi, Professor of Ci_vil Engineering,
Iowa State College as an alternate for J. F. Downie
Smithe

v.

R. Bennion, District Engineer, U.S. Geological
Survey, as an alternate for F. M. Dawson ..

J. w. Howe, Department of Mechanics and Hydraulics,
State University of Iowa as an alternate for
F. M. Dawson.

?. Director of Highway Research
Mark Morris served as secretary of the
Iowa Highway Research Board and a.s Director of
Highway Research for the Commission throughout the
whole of this fiscal year.
8.. J\Ieetings of the

B~

Board
The Iowa Highway Research/held eleven
regular and no special meetingsduring this fiscal
yeare

All of the meetings were well attended usually

with the full membership, but occasionally with the
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absence of one

O!'

two members..

The meetings

were each fully 00eapied in thorough discussions of

p~oposed

research projects and of

the needs for research data.

A part of one

meeting wuB given over to a visit to the
Engineering

Exper·ime~. . t

Station, Iowa State

College, at Ames for an inspection of the
several research
Stat2on u:n<ler
~.f:-.)n

tl'1r:.

p~.:-ojects

under way. in the

s:poneorship of the Commission

recomme1uL·:.;.:1on of. the Board.

CrJ.aptei, II".
Research
9,,..

P~ojects

Research Projects Suggested
During the period, .. July 1,. 1950 to June JO !i

1951~

ten suggestions for research projects were

received by the Iowa Highway Research Board.

Two

were submitted' by county eng:lneers ,. three by the
Iowa State Highway Commission 1 one by the Iowa
Geological Survey and four by Iowa State College.
List of Suggestions Received •.
1 •.

Thickness of Concrete Pavements for Light
Traffic Secondary Roads.

2.

Durability of Portland Cement Concrete ....

J.

Sources of Highway Materials in Southwestern Iowa.
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4,

Elastic Behavior of Steel Truss l\lemberso

5. Live Load Distribu·tion on Four Beam I-·
Beam Bridges ...

6 ,..

Extent and Nature Of Ru·ral Road Usage.

?.

Determination of New Formula for Bearing
Value of Fil.es,,.,

8 •.

Preparation of Engineering Sails and
Drainage Maps •.

9 ...

Lateral Pressures on Retaining Walls.,

10.
10~

Limestones for Concrete Aggregates ..

Pro,iects Recommended to Iowa State Highway:
Commission.
'
During the period July 1 1 1950 to June JO,

1951, nine suggestions were recommended by the Board
to the Commission as subjects for research projects&
Two of these recommendations were upon suggestions
received by the Board in the previous fiscal year
and seven of them were upon suggestions received by
the Board during the fiscal year July 1, 1950 to
June JO, 1951.

These nine recommendations, with

the total estimated. cost'· the time for completion,
the name of the agency to conduct the research and
a brief description of the project are as follows:
Project

No.

Pavementse

HR - 7 Accelerated Testing of Highway
Total Cost $7;000.

Time required,

one year .. · 'Agency to conduct the research,
Iowa State College.
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The suggestion for this project as received
by the Board dealt with the construction of a track
for the accelerated testing of pavements and subgrades, but as recommended by the Board to the
Commission, involved only the investigation of
the feasibility of constructing and operating such
a testing track.

Consid.eration is to be given

later to a recommendation upon the original suggestion
depending upon the results of the investigation of
the feasibility of constructing and operating such
a track.
Project No. HR - 8 •. Origin and Destination
Traffic Surveys.
Estimated Total Cost, $5,700.
one year.

Time required,

Agency to conduct the research,

Iowa State College.
This project in\olves a study of means of
conducting origin and destination traffi_c surveys
with less work and at a lower cost than is now
involved without sacrifice of the accuracy of the
more extended operations now employed in this work.
Project No •. HR - 9.

Thickness of Concrete

Pavements,,. for Light Traff le Roads.
Estimated Cost $25,000,,
yearo

Time required, one

Agencies to conduct the research, Iowa

State Highway Commission and Greene County Board
of Supervisors"·

-1J.,Tfi1d project provides for the construction of
concrete pavements of lesser thicknesses than used
for primary road construction in an atternpt to
f~nd

the

mi~imum

thickness suitable for the heavy

traffic secondary ·roads which have a traffic'
either less than or comparable with tha:t on light
traffic primary roads, where pavements of less
thickness than the usual standard for primary roads
has been used successfully for a number of years.
The thought behind the project is that perhaps a
lesser thickness than that may serve the even
lighter traffic of the heavier traffic portions
of the secondary road system on which traffic
bound gravel or stone fails to provide a satisfactory solution of the surfacing

problem~

. Between

ten and fifteen per cent of the secondary roads are
in this category.
Project No. HR - 10.
Cement Concrete.

Durability of Portland

Estimated Cost $3 1 000 •.

Time required, one year.

Agency to conduct

the research( Iowa State Highway Commission.
For several years the Commission has been
engaged in studies of the durability of concretee
This work has consisted of observations of .concrete
placed under the

super~ision

of the Commission and
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of experimentation with a number of durability
tests which may provide data that may give some
indication of the performance of concrete 1n
service.

The current project provides financial

support of this work from research funds for a
one year period.
Project

No.

HR:,l:l ~

Sources of Highway

Materials in Southweste.rn Iow.a •.
Estimated Total Cost,
required, three years.
conduct the Research,

$24,ooo~

··Time

Agency to
Iow~

Geological

Survey.
The project consists of a basic geologic
investigation of southwestern Iowa for the
location of potential

so~rces

of highway material

and for the collection of data needed for the
exploitation of these resources for highway
purposes..

The current project is limited to

southwestern Iowa, but the work may be extended
later into any area of the State where the deposits
of readily available highway material have been
depleted.
Project No .. HR - 12 •. Live Load Distribution
in Four Beam I-Beam·Bridges.
cost, $10,000a

Estimated

Time required, one year.

Agency to conduct the research, Iowa State
Highway Commission.
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As modified by the Board, this project

p~

vides for a pilot study of the distribution of
live load stresses in four beam I-beam bridges
with concrete floors to determine the need 1 if· any,
for a more extensive investigation of the subject.
Project No •. HR - lJ.,

Extent and Nature

of Rural Road Usage.

Estimated cost,

$10,000.,

Time required, one year.,

Agency to conduct the research, Iowa
State Highway Commission.
This project provides for the study of the
extent and nature of the usage rural roads
particularly those carrying

sm~ll

volumes of

traffic and serving exclusively small land areas.
In the secondary road system, there is an extensive
mileage of such roads •.

On this portion of the

system, there are many situations in which the cost
of constructing a road is much greater than the
value of the land served and the cost of maintaining a road is greatly in excess of the average
revenue per unit of travel for the system as a wholeo
This project has been designed to obtain data and
to develop cri teri.a for the evaluation of such
situations and for the determination of a sound
course of action for the public benefit in dealing
with them"'

-16Project HR - l4o

Lateral Pressures on

Retaining

Walls~

c;.

Time required, two

~J0,000,
A.ge~cy

Estimated Cost,
years~

to conduct the research, Iowa

State College.
This project provides for an investigation
of lateral pressures in embankments against retai:n.ing walls, bridge abutments and similar
structures under various conditions and amounts
of loading from vehicles or other superimposed
loads on the

embankment~.

Project No. HR - l5a

Limestones for

Concrete Aggregates.

Estimated Cost,

ii?? I 000,

Time required, two years.

Agency to conduct the research, Iowa

State

College~

This project consists of the investigation of
the characteristics of lime$tone affecting their
behavior as coarse aggregate in concrete, particularly in

pavements~

In the project, a study is to

be made of the geologic factors of limestone
pertaining to the quality of the material for
concrete aggregate.
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Research Rrojects approved;
During this fiscal year 7 that

is~

from

July 1, 1950 to June JO, 1951, the Commission
approved fifteen research projects.

Six of

these were recommended in the course of the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1951.

The Com-

mission has approved all projects recommended
to it by the Board to that date.

These projects

are listed by number and title in Table No. 1.

;.

'
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Table

No.· 1

t1st of Research Projects
Approved by the State Highway Commission
during fiscal year ending June JO,. 1951"
Research
Project
Number

Title of Pro.j ect

Estimated
_C-"-o"""s-"-t_ __

$ 45,000.00

HR - 1

Investigation of the Loess and
Glacial Till Materials of Iowa'

HR -

Flood Frequency and Flood
Magnitude Analysis

10,000.00

HR .... 3

Determination of Flood Discharge
Charac~aristics of Small Drainage
Areas

50,000.DO

4

Thickness of Stabilized Aggregate
Bases for use with Bituminous
Surfaces

25,000.00

HR..., 5

EliminRtion of Long Bridges on
Streams with Small Drainage Areas

8,000~00

HR - 6

Construction of Earth Fills to
Resist Erosion when Flooded

10,000 .. 00

HR - 7

Accelerated Testing of Highway
Pavements

7,000.00

HR - 8

Origin and Destination Traffic
Surveys

5,700eOO

HR - 9

Thickness of Concrete Pavements
for Light Traffic Roads

HR - 10

Durability of Portland Cement
Concrete

HR - 11

Sources of Highway Materials in
Southwestern Iowa

24,ooo.oo

:tm. -

12

Live Load Distribution in Four Beam
I-Beam Bridges

10,000.00

HR -

13

Extent and Nature of Rural Road Usage

HR -

2

25,000.00

5,000.00

10, 000 .• Oll

HR - 14

Lateral Pressures on Retaining Walls J0,000.00

HR - 15

Limestone for Concrete Aggregates
Total

7.000~00

$271,700.00
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A total of 27 suggestions for research
projects had been made to the Iowa Highway Research
Board as of June JO, 1951.

Fifteen of these had.

been recommended to the Commission as of that
date, nine of them in the fiscal year ending
June 30,. 1951 and six of them in the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1950.

The status of all sugges-

tions made to the Board to date of June 30 ,. 1951
is shown in Table No .. 2$,.

TABLE N0.2

rowa Highway ~esearch Board
Status or Research proJect Suggestions
June ro. 1951
..

Research
ProJect
Suggestion
Number

RPS-1

Title of ProJect

j:,:

!

Action upan
SUggest!Q1

source
{)f Suggestion
and
date Received

Accelerated Testing of Highway pavements i1. Csany1
ray 25, 1950

Estlmated
Cost

$

ProJect
Period
Years

7,000.00

1

i--~-B-y~~~~~~B-y~~---i

Board
and
Date

45,000.00

3

Adopted
6/ 13/50

RPS-3

iThe Supporting Strength of Concrete Pipes!M. G. Spangler
t
!May 25, 1950

12,720.00

1

Postponed
1/26/51

RPS-4

liMotor Vehicle Operating Costs

\Robley Winfrey
!May 25, 1950

19,400.00

2

Postponed
9/29/50

jOrigln and

!Robley Winfrey
'May 25,1950

5, 700.00

sPaul Mahoney

8,000.00

1

lv.\MayR.27,Bennion
1950

10,000.00

lp1ay
v. R.27,Bennion
1950

50,000.00

RPS-6

1

i

Desttnatio~

Trarr1c Surveys

tE11m1nation Of Long Bridges on
with Smal~ Drainage k

Stre&~s

RPS'.,.7

1Flooa Frequency and Flood Magnitude
,.t\na1ys1s

RPS-8

1Determ1natlon or Flood Discharge Charact[eris ti cs or Small Drainage Areas
i Strengthening ot Existing Light Pony
iTrusses
·
[Treatment or Wood Floors for Wearing
~Sur races
1Precast Concrete Bridge Floor Constr!uctlon
!Th!ckness or Stabilized Aggregate Bases
i ror use w1 th Bl tum!nous surfaces

RPS-9
RPS-10
RPS-11
RPS-12

RPS-13
RPS-14

·Lccountlng Prac tlces in County Engineer
!Offices
[Hydraulic Design of Highway Culverts

i

!May 26, 1950

!1.

iconducted by Engnrg.
!Exp. Sta. Iowa State
1ao;i.1ege

HR-1

!conducted by Engnrg.
)Exp. Sta. Iowa State
jCollege

I

Approved

8/ 16/50

6/ 13/50

Adopted

.Approved
7/7/50

HR-6

2

Adopted
6/9/50

Approved
7/7/50

HR-2

10

Adopted
6/9/50
Postponed
8/25/50
Postponed
8/25/50
Postponed

Approved
7/7/50

HR-3

Approved
7/7/50

HR-4

HR-8

IConduoted
by Eng,'"g.
\Exp. Sta, Iowa State
!College

!conducted by rra Inst
!or HdY. Res. State
!Univ. of Iowa
!Conducted by u. s.
\Geol~ Survey, Iowa
lClty

8/25/'50

25,000.00

1

Adopted
6/9/50

iconducted by u. s.

r•nl.S~''Y

39,000.00

3

Postooned
9/29i50
Postponed
9/29/50

Ia.City

~

1 Conducted by

l Dubuque Co. and I a.

l State Hwy.

IL.~ayJ.28,Sch!!
tz
1950
]Hunter Rouse
rune 1. 1950

HR-7

Adapted
7/Z3/50

1

i1.

J. Schll tz
fa1ay 28, 1950
[1. J. Schll tz
ray 28, 1950
fL. J. Schiltz
!May 26, 1950
J~ Schiltz
R1ay 28, 1950

Approved

Approved
7/7/50

iD. T. Davidson
!May 25 0 1950

RPS-5

ProJect
Number

and
Date

8/ 16/50

!rnvest1gat1on of the Loess and Glacial
ITlll Materials of Iowa

Notes

Rese~rch

Com.~1ss1on

Adop.ted
7/28/50

RPS-2

Highway
Commlss1on

j

Comm.

8I

Iowa Highway Research Board
Status of Research ProJect Suggestions
June 30, 1951

Research
Project
Suggestion
Number

Title of ProJect

Source
or Suggestion
and
date Received

Action upon
Suggestion
Estimated
Cost

Hydraulic Design of Highway Valley
Crossings
A Study of Limestones or Iowa for Low
Cost Road Construction
Construction of Earth Fills to Resist
Erosion When Flooded

Hunter Rpuse
June 1, 1950
W.H. Berhrens
June 1. 1950
F. !1. Dawson
June 20 1950

$ 34,000.00

RPS-18

Thickness of Concrete Pavements for
Light Traffic Roads

C. A. Elliott
July 24 0 1950

25,000,00

RPS-19

Durability of Portland Cement Concrete

RPS-20

Sources of Highway Materials in
Southwestern Iowa

RPS-21

Elastic Behavior of Steel Truss Members

RPS-22

Live Load D1str1but1on in Four Beam
I-Bea.'T! Bridges
Extent and Nature of Rural Road usage

Bert Myers
5,000.00
JllY 27, 1950
H.Garland
24,000,00
Hershey
Sept. 29, 1950
J. F. D. Smith
19, 700.00
Sept.. 29, 1950
F.W.Blumenschein
10,000.00
Dec. 2. 1950
Mark Morris
10,000.00
Feb. 23, 1951
C. A, Elliott
Feb. 23, 1951
D.T. Davidson
5,000.00
March 17, 1951
oer year
M. G. Spangler
30,000.00
March 20, 1951

RPS-15
RPS-16
RPS-17

RPS-23
RPS-24

RPS-26

Determination of New Formula For
Bearing Value of Piles
Preparation of Engineering Soils and
Drainage Maps
Latera~ Pressures on Retaining Walls

RPS-Z7

Limestones for Concrete Aggregates

RPS-25

Chamber Un J.
Roy
Xay 21, 1951

10.000.00

7,000.00

ProJect
Per lo d
Years

2

By
Board
·and
Date

By
Commlsslon
and
date

Highway
Commission
Research
ProJect
Number

Postponed
10/28/50

Data Available in
Commiss·1on Files

6/9/50
Adopted
6/ 13/ 50

Approved
7/7/50

HR-6

1

Adopted
12/5/50

Approved
12/20/50

HR-9

p

Adopted
12/5/50
Adopted
12/5/50

Approved
12/20/50
Approved
12/20/50

HR-10

Postponed
1/26/51
Adopted
2/23/51
Adopted
3/30/51

Approved
3/20/51
Approved
4/17/51

HR-12

Postponed
4/27/51
Adopted
4/27/51

Approved
5/ 15/51

HR-14

Adopted
5/25/51

Approved
5/28/51

HR-15

1

3

1
1

1

2

2

Notes

HR-11

HR-13

Conducted by Iowa
Inst. of Hya. Res.
State Univ. of Ia.
Conducted by Greene
Co. and Ia. St" Hwy.
Commission
Conducted by Iowa
State Hwy. Comm
Conducted by Iowa
Geo!. Survey, rowa
City,

Conducted by the
Iowa State Hwy.Comm.
Conducted by the
Iowa. State HWY. Comm.

Conducted by the
Engr. Exp. Sta.
Ia. State College
Conducted by trie
rncL Sc. Research
Inst., Iowa State
College
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Chapter IIIP
Research Reports.

13. Research Reports Issued
The first of the recommendations for
research projects to the Iowa State Highway
Research Board were received by the Commission
late in the preceding fiscal year and approved
by the Commission early in the fiscal year
ending June JO, 195le
As the least time required for any of
these projects was one year and as some time
was required to get the projects under way after
their approval 9 none of them advanced to the
stage at which a report could be prepared during
this fiscal year.
A progress report was submitted for
one of the list of projects under way at the
time of the creation of the Iowa Highway Research
Board.

This progress report is included in this

report as, •Appendix A".
1

It presents the results

of the work accomplished on project 1216-A, Scour
around Bridge Piers and Abutments, to date of
August 31, 1950, the end of a project year.
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Expenditures
l._

for-Research~

Expenditures July l, .1950 to June 30, 1951.
During the fiscal year July 1, 1950

to June JO, 1951 an allotment of $50,000 from
farm-to-market road funds was set aside under
the provisions of Sections 310.34 to 310.35,
Code, 1950, for secondary road research and a
total of $19,320.50 was expended for that
purpose on projects recommended to the Commission by the Iowa Highway Research Board
and approved by the Commission.
During the same period an allotment.
of $50,000 was made from primary road funds
for research projects and a total of $9,443.31
was expended for that purpose•

An additional

sum of $3,160.31 was expended from planning
survey funds for projects recommended by the
Board and approved by the Commission..

The

difference between the amounts allotted and the
amounts expended for research for both the
primary road funds and the farm-to-market road
funds is due to the lag in getting projects

unde~

way after approval and in getting bills submitted
for the work accomplished ..
In addition to these expenditures for
research projects ;recommended by the Iowa Highway
Research Board_, the Commission made other expenditures
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from primary road funds for research on proje.cts
which were under way at the time the Board was
created and which are as yet uncompleted.

Ex...:

penditures for such research projects from
planning survey funds, which are approximately
one half primary road funds and one half Federal
aid allotment funds and may therefor be classified
as primary road funds were in the
$16,886.,86.

tot~l

amount of

From these same funds, $2,956.00

was contributed to the Correlation Service of the
Highway Research Board.

Thus, the total for

research purposes from planning survey funds,
for projects other than recommended by the Board,
was $19,842.86.

Other expenditures from primary

road funds directly were in.ihe total amount of
$12,.155.70.

Lists of all research expenditures

itemized by projects and classified by funds from
which expenditures were made are given in Tables
No. 3, No. 4 and No • .5 on the following pages.

Table No .. 3
Expenditures for Research on Projects under way
prior to July 1, 1949 and active during the Fiscal
Year, July, 1950 to June 30, 1951

Number
of
Project

A.

R-11 .
R-62
R""'.'"69

R-79

R-81+

R-39

R-90
R-102
R-:),.03

R-111
R-121
R-123

R-12S
R-130

R-131
R-133

Expenditure
July l, 1950 to ~une 30_.i.__:.1951
From Farm- From. All
From Primary to-Market Funds
Road Funds
Road. Funds.. Tot al
--------'-

Title
of Project
(Condensed)
Projects conducted by the Commission
Strength of Concrete
$
303.83
Soundness Tests on Stone
235.86
Tests of Subgrade Soils
10. 24
Durability of Concrete (HR-10)
3116. 59
Freezing & Thawing Tests on Large Stone Blocks 84., 52
Durability of Oil-Soil Mixtures
922.89
Study of Rolled Stone Bases
96.os
Durability of Concrete Pavements
539.02
Service Tests of Centerline Paints
169. 22
Service Tests on Metal Blast Plates
193.76
Absorption Test Methods for Concrete and
Clay Pipe
45.34
Pre-Mixas for Highway Maintenance work
286. 56
Miscellaneous Minor Investigations
145.59
Crystallographic Study of Iowa Limestones
21.31
Load Carrying Capacity of Roads as Affected
by Frost
2765.so
Cracking of Asphaltic Wearing Surfaces·
321. 56

$

303.83
235 .s6
10.24
3116.59
84~52

922. 89
96.08
539 .02
169.22
193.76
45.34
286. 56
145959
21.31
2765. so
321. 56

I
!\)
\.]"\

I

Table No. 3
(Continued)
Expenditures for Research on Projects under way
prior to July 1, 1949 and active during the Fiscal
Year July, 1950 to June 30, 1951

Number
of
Project
R-134
R-135
R-137
R-139
R-140
R-143

Title
o'f Project
(Condensed)

Expenditure
July 1, 1950 to June 30, 1951
From Farm- From All
From Primary to-Market Funds
Road Funds
Road Funds Total

Methods of Testing Aspha1tic
Concrete Mixtures
$
Condition and Crack Surveys of
Concrete Pavement
Strength and Dtirability of Clay Drain Tile
Light Weight Aggregates for Concrete
Variable Base and Mat Thickness ( HR-4)
Variable Thickness Concrete Pavement for Light Traffic Roads ( HR-9)

Sub-total

768.80
916.14
25. 23
209 086
667.65

$

--

768.SO
916.14
25 •.23
209. 86
667,.65

"309.46

309.46

$12,155.77

$12,155.77

B .. '. Projects conducted for the Commission by out side agencies

1216-A
1216-B
1216-C
Sub-total

Scour around Piers and Abutments
Loads on Culverts
Roadside Seeding

$14,333.36
553.50
2,000.,00
$16,886.86

$1i~,333.36

...,.-

553.50

2 ,000 .oo

$16' 836 .• 86

I
N
()'\

J

Table No. 3
(Continued)
Expenditures for Research on Projects under way
prior to July 1, 1949 and active dur-ing the Fiscal
Year July, 1950 to June 30, 1951

Number
of
Project

C.

Title
of Project
(Condensed}

Expenditure
July 1, 1950 to Jun® 30, 1951
From Farm- From All
From Primary to-Market Funds
Road Funds
Road Funds Total

Correlation Service of Highway Research Board.

1210
Sub-total
Total

Payment for 1950

$ 2, 956.,00

$ 2,956aOO

_...

I

$ 2,956.00 ~
I

$ 2, 956.00

~

'

Table No. 4
Expenditures for Research on Projects Recommended
by the Iowa Highway Research Board, July 1 1 1950
to June 30, 1951

Projeat,
Number

Title of Project
(Condensed)

HR-1

Investigation of Loess and
Glacial Till
Flood Frequency and Flood
Magnitudes
Flood Discharge Characteristics
Accelerated TeEting Track
Origin and Destination Survey
. Four Beam I-Beam Bridges
Expense of Highway Research Bol'.rd

HR-2

HR-3

HR-7

HR-$
HR-12
General
Total

Expenditure
· From Primary From FarmRoad
to-Market
Funds
Road Funds

$16,903.44
$ 2,997.19

5,640.05
3,160.31
200.00
606.07
$12, 603. 62

From All
Funds
Total
$16,903~44

598.06

2,997,,19
1,319.00
5,640.05
3,160.31
200.00
1,204.13

$19,320.50

$31,924012

1,819~00

t
I\)

co
I

·~

Table No. 5
Summary Expenditures for Highway Re search
July 1, 1950 to June 30, 1951

Class of Project
Ao

For Projects under way prior to
Creation of Iowa Highway Research
Board
1. Conducted by Commission Forces
2. Conducted for the Commission
by outside agencies

B.

Correlation Service of Highway
Re search Bot.l!'d

c.

For Projects Recommended by !owa
Highway Research Board

D.

For Expense Iowa Highway Research
Board

E~

Total All Highway Research

From Primary
Road Funds

Expenditures
rom Farm-toFrom All
Market Road
Funds
Funds
Total

$12,155.77
-·
16,gg6.g6

$12,155.77
16,g36.g6

2,956 . . 00

2, 956 i 00

11,997-55

$1g,722.44

30,719~99

606.oz

59g.06

1 2 204;.l}

$44, 602. 25

$19 ,320.50

$63,922.75

I
I\)

'°I
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Obligations and Financial Program for Research.
On June JO, 1951, the total of the

oblig~tions

for research in projects recom-

mended by the Board and approved by the
Commission was $271,700.,00.

The length of time

for the research projects varies.

The shortest

time for a project is one year and the longest
is ten years111
es~..;imated

The list of projects with the

rate of expenditure for each is shown

in Table No. 6e

This tabulation shows the

obligations for the individual and the whole
group of projects approved by the Commission
during the fiscal year ending June

JO~

1951 •

.'

TABLE: NO. 6
Estimated Annual and Total Costs
to tM Co1mniss1on or Researcl;l projects
Recommefidlid by the Iol'la H1$hWa$' !i.eSea'i'ch Board
to the Iowa State HlShW&.Y Colflrii!ssloll: an~ APProved
by the Comm·18•1on to di.ti! or June 30, 1£1'61
...... ro

•

•

--

- - - · · - - - - - - - - · · • • ._.. · - - - - - - · - - · - · - • · · · - · · • - · · - · · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · · · · - · - - - · - - · - - - - - - - - - - - · · - - - · - - - - - · - - - ' - - - - · · - - - - - - - - - - · - - - - - - - - - - - - · """"'

Research

~~~1&:~ t

~-

'
Tl tle or ProJ ec t

·------------HR-1
HR-2

HR-3
HR-4

HR-5
HR-6
HR-7
HR-8

----- -.- --.. .- -- -·- --

· Investigation or the Loess and Glacial Till
Materials or Iowa

iJi~~~si!equency

Estimated Expend! tures !or the Fiscal Year.

:
1$ 17,000 !$ 14,000

and Flood Magnitude

5,000

Determ1nat1011 or Flood Discharge Character!stlQS of Small Drainage Areas
Thickness or Stabilized Aggregate Bases ror

5, 000

El1mininat1on of Long Bridges on Streams with
Small Drainage Areas
Construction of Earth Fills to Resist Erosion
When Flooded
Accelerated Testing of H1gl1way
, Pavements
Or1g1n and Destination Traffic
Surveys

I
·

5, 000

5, 000

!,,_

5, 000

l

i

[$

l

-

·

5, 000

j

l!>

I

-

·

i · 5, 000 l

i

i

I

:

!$ -

i$

j

i

-

I l
\$

-

10,000

·

5, 000

l

5, 000

!:':

5, 000 .

5,oooi 50,000

10,000

7, ooo

7,000

l

I

•

25 000

HR..:'-12

Southwestern IO>'<a
Live Load Disbribution In Four Beam

8, 000

~~~f~~~:~~~:;:n::,~::n:~

5, 700
I

250000

l:::

8, coo·

:::

,·..

8, 000

.i',,·,::_

5,ooo

,·

'

~

i'

24, 000-

I

I

::::

!
Aggregates
4, 000 i
000
!
... ------ ___________ ..______,, .... ------..-..-- ____ ........-----·---. - --·- -----!-- -- ----------f---..- _____ ;______·-·-+-----;-. .. ----r----·-- ·--f---·-----l-- .
$120, 700 : $76, 000 i $27, 000 ; $5, 000 l $5, 000 t $5, 000 l $5, 000
$5, 000 i $5, 000
.

$45,000

10,000

5,009

Total

'

$ -

8,000

Concrete
Sources or Highway Materials 1n

----·---·----

j

-

8,000

HR-}i

HR-15

i

;

$14,000 1$

25,000

Durability or Portland Cement

HR-14

!

5,000

·1·

25,000

HR.:..10

HR-13

l

5, 700

i~!~~~s~ 0 ~JsConcrete Pavements for Light

i'

· ·

~9-;~~~ ~-T-~;~~=~-;-T19~-~~; :--19~·;=~~ ~ ~;5~~;..-;· 1;5~~-~~ :~-;~-~~--;-~~~7~58 ' 1958-59-:i~5;~~~ , Total
- ----- ---t ------------1-- -·---i----- --- ---~-- -- -- -+---- ------· --;------------+--------- ----t----------r---------~----- --- - -- -

;_I

lO.OOO
3,

•.i

t

i

f

_____ ,._________________ ---------- - ·------·· - '··--

- . --'···-···--·-

. --L·----------··--- ____.}_______ ___: ______: - . ··------· --------

'~

.. '

'

··-······· ~-·

7, 000

l ---·-· ..

$5, 0001$271, 700

-----·····I·-·-······------.

N

'I
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SCOUR AROUND BRIDGE PIERS AND ABUTMENTS
Effect of Geometry of Representative Iowa Designs

Report No. 1
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E. M. Laursen, Research Engineer

-·

Iowa Institute of Hydraulic Research
State University of Iowa
Iowa City

Prepared for the
Iowa State Highway Commission

August, 1950

--------------------------------

Report No. l
\.

SCOUR AROUND BRIDGE PIERS AND ABUTMENTS
Effect of Geometry of Representative Iowa Designs

Iowa Institute of Hydraulic Research
State University of Iowa
Iowa City
Introduction
Almost a hundred years ago, in a report on the St. Louis bridge
now bearing his name, Captain James B. Eads described the foundation
difficulties in an alluvial stream so aptly that even today his words are
significant. His vivid portrayal of conditions at the bed is as follows:
"I had occasion to examine the bottom of the Mississippi below
Cairo, during the flood of 1861, and at sixty-five feet below the surface
I found the bed of the river, for at least three feet in depth, a moving
mass, and so unstable that, in endeavoring to find a footing on it beneath my bell, my feet penetrated through it until I could feel, although
standing erect, the sand rushing past my hands, driven by a current
apparently as rapid as that at the surface. I could discover the sand
in motion at least two feet below the surface of the bottom, and moving
with a velocity diminishing in proportion to its depth."
Although the sand rushing past Captain Eads' hands was probably
suspended or saltating load and the motion beneath his feet a local
scouring action caused by his presence, his conclusions as to the extreme
mobility of the bed material require no qualification. After further
describing the characteristics of the river, he then concluded:
"For these reasons I have maintained and urged that there is
no safety short of resting the piers for your Bridge firmly upon the rock
itself. On no other question involved in its construction does my judgment more fully assure me that I am.correct .... The recent destruction·
of many of the bridges in British India, by having their foundations
undermined by the action of floods upon the sandy bottoms of the streams
in that country, furnishes a warning that we should not neglect."
The Eads bridge in St. Louis was of an importance and cost
which justified extending the piers and abutments to bedrock. However,
there are great_ numbers of bridges, especially smaller structures, which
would be prohibitively expensive if built in this manner. Instead they
must be founded in some manner on the river deposits overlying the bed
rock. But the problem of protecting such foundations has not been solved
in the intervening years, and the judgment and experience of the engineer
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still provide the sole design criterion.
Once it is realized that the bed of the river is movable, it
is readily apparent that the scour around a pier or abutment must be
considered as a local augmentation of the more general movement of the
bed as a whole. On some rivers, such as the Missouri, during flood stage
this general movement results in an overall erosio~ of the bed of the
same magnitude as the rise in the water surface. Thus the bed elevation
from which the local scour is normally measured is itself variable with
stream-flow conditions. Measurements included in the stream-gaging and
sediment programs of various governmental agencies will provide the data
whereby an estimate may be made of this characteristic of the stream.
Needless to say, a complete understanding of the cyclic degradation and aggraaation of a stream will depend on the detailed evaluation
of the dynamics of sediment transportation. Likevdse, since scour around
an obstruction may be regarded as the result of a localized increase in
transport capacity, its rigorous solution is dependent on the solution of
the more general problem.
Considering the overall complexity of field conditions, it is
not surprising that no generally accepted principles (even rules of
thumb) for the hydraulic design of piers and abutments have been developed
from field experience alone. The flow of individual streams exhibits a
manifold variation, with the magnitude of probable floods only roughly
predictable, and there is a great disparity between different rivers.
The alignment, cross section, and slope of a stream must all be related
to its sediment-carrying capacity, and this in turn must be correlated
with the characteristics of bed material ranging from clays and fine
silts to gravel and boulders. Finally, the effect of the obstruction
itself - the pier or abutment - upon the transport capacity must be
assayed. Since most of these factors are likely to vary with time to
some degree, and since the scour phenomenon as well is inherently unsteady,
field measurements alone become virtually impossible of analysis. The
interdependence of these many elements is so involved as to preclude
analysis by any other means than a well considered laboratory program.
Even so, the present state of knowledge of sediment movement will not yet
allow extrapolation of laboratory results to full scale, and therefore a
judicious combination of laboratory and field observations is needed for
definite design procedures.
Isolation of each of the many variables for individual study
is not possible; nevertheless, some simplification can be made by breaking the complex whole into several workable parts. A logical division
of the more nearly independent elements amenable to laboratory procedure
results in four relatively separate phases: geometry of pier or abutment, hydraulics of the stream, sediment characteristics, and channel
shape and alignment. The present report concerns the first phase only
and consists of a series of tests on typical pier and abutment shapes
leading to a comparative measure of scour without regard to the other

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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complicating factors. By holding all flow and sediment conditions constant. the pattern of scour is limited to a function of geometry alone.
Although certain recommendations are apparent from the results
of these tests, they are strictly qualitative. Design requirements,
however, necessitate knowledge of actual scour depth. Equipment has
been constructed for the investigation of the second phase of the program,
the hydraulics of the stream. It is hoped in addition that a current
Institute study for the Office of Naval Research on the effect of sediment characteristics on the scour phenomenon will simplify the investigation of the third phase. vVhen these latter studies are complete, it
should be possible to begin field observations which may be correlated
with the laboratory results.
Laboratory Equipment and Techniques
For the purpose of this study two flumes, 35 feet long and 5
feet wide, were specially designed and constructed in the Institute laboratory (Figs. 1 and 2). A pertinent feature is a removable center wall
permitting the two flumes to be converted into a single one of double
width. Flow is supplied by the general pumping system of the building,
and is measured by an orifice in the 10-inch supply line with an airwater manometer. Simple tailgates control the depth of flow. To facilitate operation, the flumes are provided with level rails and a gage
carriage.
Since the form of bridge piers has evolved largely according to
structural and arcqitectural criteria, countless different shapes exist.
These were reduced arbitrarily to those shown in Fig. 3a. The rounded or
conical forms represent the type of piers used in conjunction with
multiple-span truss or girder bridges, and the square forms the type
used with rigid-frame reinforced-concrete bridges. It is believed that
the pier shapes used in the study represent the extremes of almost all
the modern piers being built in Iowa. The testing of bulkier, older
shapes has not been contemplated. In general these have either stood the
test of time or failed completely - and therefore laboratory tests would
be somewhat academic.
In a similar manner the abutment forms were reduced to those
shown in Fig. 3b. The sloping form is typical of the modern stub abutment, in which the bridge seat is supported on piles and the approach
fill is contained within sheet-piling. The vertical form is a typical
gravity wall with the bridge seat contained in the abutment proper. Since.
high velocities might be expect~d at the sharp corners. a model in which
these corners were rounded was also tested.
The most important geometrical relationship with the stream was
included as an integral part of the tests: in the case of the piers, the
angle of approach ex of the stream; and in the case of the abutment, the
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relative length of the approach fill, or the contraction ratio

fa .

To overcome the difficulty of following the course of the scour
without affect~ng the pattern, layers of colored sand were placed at
known elevations below the original sand bed (Fig. 4). These layers
permitted the observation of the scour pattern against time, and also
served to delineate the contours of the hole of greatest extent. Photographs taken from a fixed relative position formed the final record.
The sorting effect usually inherent in the process of scour
was eliminated by the use of a closely graded sand having the characteristics shown in Fig. 6. The colored sand was produced by dying the
silica sand with an aniline dye (Sudan III) in a 1-percent benzene solution. The physical properties of the colored layers were therefore identical to those of the remainder of the sand bed. Figure 7 illustrates
the techniques employed in preparing for a run. The model was first
positioned a,nd plumbed, then red layers 0.01 foot thick were introduced
at intervals of 0.1 foot below the surface of th.e sand. Finally a sand
bed extending from 20 feet upstream to 5 feet downstream was placed and
leveled.
'
Prior to establishment of the standard operating procedure a
series of runs was made with different model sizes, depths of flow, and
velocities. As a result of this series the models shown in Fig. 3 were
chosen and the following procedure for the tests on the piers adopted.
With the tailgate in its highest position, the flow was fixed at 1.875
cubic feet per second - a condition which did not cause movement of the'
sand. The tailgate was then slowly lowered until a depth of flow of
0.3 foot was reached, the approach velocity then being 1.25 feet per
second. The times of starting, of initial movement, and of water-surface
establishment were recorded. As .the scour hole increased in depth, the
time of appearance of each layer was also noted. At the end of three
hours the tailgate was raised until sand movement ceased. The intake
valve was then closed and the water drained from the flume. Any slight
excess of sand obscuring the red contours was removed and a standard
photograph taken. The procedure adopted for the abutment tests was identical except that the single wide flume was used, and separate tests were
run (a) with an·approach velocity of 1.25 feet per second and (b) with a
mean velocity in the contracted section of 1.25 feet per second.
Some progress has been rnaqe on an instrument to measure the
scour depth electrically, although
satisfactory pilot model has not
yet been perfected. The essential elements of the circuit consist of
two vertical electrodes extending partially through the sand bed and
partially through the water. The capacitance between the two depends on
the relative depths of the two media surrounding the electrodes. ·Thus in
Fig. 5 the capacitance of the circuit with the sand at position A is
greater than with the sand at position B . The value of a technique of
this type would lie not merely in its usefulness in the laboratory but
also in its applicability to an automatic recording system for the field.

a
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A diagram of the present circuit is shown in Fig. 8. Modification of
some of the values would be necessary for the field, and perhaps the
insertion of an all!Plifier before the recorder.
Interpretation of Experimental Results
A typical set of standard photographs is shown in Fig. 9. Similar photographs were used as the basis of Figs. 10 to 17, the scour
patterns around-the piers, and Figs. 18 to 25, the scour patterns around
the abutments. The shape and relative depth of the scour holes are indicated by the contour intervals of 0.1 foot. Although these values cannot
be interpreted in terms of actual depth of scour to be expected in the
field, they nevertheless embody a coll!Parative measure of scour tendency
as a function of pier and abutment geometry.
Several general characteristics are common to all the scour
patterns around the piers. The upstream portion of the hole has the
approximate form of an inverted cone, sometimes distorted from the circular, with side slopes equal to the angle of repose of the sand. The
zone of greatest depth is displaced slightly upstream from the face of
the pier. Deposition which occurs in the low-velocity area behind the
pier divides the downstream portion of the scour hole into two separate
tails.
In the absence of a web, a separate scour hole is formed at
each shaft of the pier. At small. angles of approach (from 0 to 10 degrees)
the downstream shaft is shielded by the one upstream, with an accordingly
shallower scour hole. As the angle increases, however, not only is this
protection lost, but the downstream shaft becomes subject to currents of
higher velocity deflected by the shaft upstream; this results in a shift
of the region of deepest scour to the downstream hole. At large enough
angles, of course, the interference effect practically disappears.
vVhen the pier as a whole is parallel to the flow, exactly the
same pattern results whether or not the web is present. At increasing
angles, however, basically different patterns obtain. The web then
plays an i~creasingly more important role, a scour depth twice as great
being attained at an angle of 30 degrees and two and one-half times as
great at 45 degrees. Little if any local variation can be ascribed to
shaft shape at maximum angles, both the flow and the scour pattern then
approximating those which would occur arouh~ a simple flat plate.
The mos~ pronounced difference betwe~n the effects of round and
rectangular shafts ~s observable at the small angles, when local shape is
ill!Portant. As a consequence of the higher local velocities and greater
resistance to flow resulting from the sharp corners of the rectangular
shaft, the scour depth is increased some 15 percent beyond that for a
cylinder of the same breadth. A comparison of the structurally equivalent round and rectangular piers (i.e., the rolind and the small rectan-
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gular)·-is.-difficult to make due to the change in width-depth ratio. It
is believed~ however, that the equivalent rectangular pier will produce
a somewhat greater scour depth. The constancy of the pattern around the
leading shaft of the round type in the absence of appreciable web influence is adequate proof that all experiments can be successfully duplicated.
Since a partial web extending down to low water is often used,
a test (Fig. 16) was run with the web extending one-half the depth of
flow below the surface. A scour depth intermediate between those for a
full web.and no web was obtained. With a greater depth of web it is
likely that the increased velocity of flow under the web would result in
scour as deep as that for the full web. By replacing the full web with
a screen, the condition of a lattice or ·open-work web was simulated.
Again the scour was less than that of the full web. While this construction might prevent large debris from lodging between the shafts, it would
eventually become clogged with small debris, thus defeating its special
purpose.
Another set of tests (Fig. 17) was made to indicate the effect
of a footing which became exposed during the scour process. Although the
footing was partially undermined at the higher settings, the difference
in scour depth was not appreciable. Since the limitations of the present
flume did not allow complete exploration of this condition, further tests
are contemplated.

By analyzing the flow pattern around a typical pier. the prog~~.
ress of the scouring action and many features of the scour hole can be
more clearly understood. At the outset, with the bed level, the flow
around the pier is essentially two-dimensional - i.e •• in horizontal
planes. Although sediment transportation is then general, the capacity
is nevertheless higher at points of high velocity such as the corners of
the rectangular shaft (Fig. 26). Local scouring therefore at once begins,
and two depressions centered on the corners are rapidly formed. These
-·
depressions are ccnical, since the material will not stand at a slope
(Fig. 26c) t;refl.ter than the angle of repose. As the scour progresses,
the r_oller occurring across the upstream face (Fig. 26f) .is intensified
to the pcint of becoming the active scouring mechanism. The sides of the
depression begin to slough as the depth increases, and this material is
carried out of the hole by the spiral forming on the sides of the pier
(Fig. 26e). Such action will continue at a progressively lower rate as
the roller velc·::ity decreases with increasing depth of scour.
The similarity between the flow pattern around immersed bodies
and the scour patterns which they produce is evident in Fig. 27. Such a
correlation might be expected, since it is the variation in velocity in
the area aro-;.md the obstruction which causes a change in the capacity for
sediment transportation and thus results in the scour phenomenon. In much
the same manner the drag on an immersed body is a direct result of the ·
effect of that body on the velocity field. Special two-dimensional mo~~ls
of the piers with webs were tested in the low-velocity air tunnel of ttte
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Institute in order to compare drag and scour values. The drag coefficients obtained are presented in Fig. 28; in the case of Model IIb the
lift coefficients were also obtained. In Fig. 29 the correlation be- ·
tween drag and scour values is evident; in this plot the abscissa is the
ratio of the drag coefficient to the coefficient at zero angle of attack,
and the ordinate is the square of the ratio of the scour depth to the
depth at zero angle of attack. It is readily apparent that within the
experimental limits these two values are equal up to an angle of 45
degrees, when the scour depth begins to lag.
For the abutment forms, the history of the scour-hole formation
is similar to that for the piers, the only essential difference being
that the _.flow passes - a.nd hence the scour occurs - on one side only.
Although the velocity of approach was first held constant as the abutment
length increased, the depth of scour thereby increasing, the contraction
effect on the mean velocity was never sufficient to cause a general
lowering of the bed. On the other hand, when the mean velocity in the
contracted section was held constant, approximately the same depth of
scour were obtained for all lengths of abutment, as is evident in Figs.
19, 21, and 23. Although there is a strong indication the latter velocity
has primary significance, the proof is not yet conclusive. Noteworthy is
the fact that the scour centered on the upstream corner of the abutment
for all forms and conditions tested.
When piers and abutments are considered in combination, a
multitude of geometrical possibilities are presented. For exploratory
purposes, tests were made on a combination of the stub abutment, Model VI,
and a full-webbed pier, Model IIb. Very little change can be noted in
the scour adjacent to the abutment (Figs. 24, 25), but the scour pattern
around the pier, although slightly deeper, is similar to that with the
pier alone at an angle of 45 degrees to the current. It would seem then
that the pier exerts little· influence on the flow around the abutment,
but that the abutment, in effect, swings the current against the pier.
Although the importance of investigating combinations such as this is
obvious, the plethora of possible combinations also makes it evident that
the work should be postponed until more is known of the scour process.
Conclusions and Recommendations
Although the foregoing experiments on typical Iowa bridge piers
and abutments necessarily indicate relative rather than actual depths of
scour, the simplified conditions of the experimental program permit
several conclusions of immediate practical significance to be drawn.
The danger of placing piers at an angle to the current is
clearly illustrated, even small angles having an appreciable effect upon
the scour. Predicting the direction of flow in a consta~tly changing
river is assuredly not an easy matter. However, since th,e greatest
danger occurs during flood flows, the valley line appears to be the
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primary factor to consider in determining pier alignment.
From the approximate relationship shown to exist between the
drag coefficient of an immersed body and the relative scour depth, the
desirability of a rounded or streamlined pier is obvious. In this connection, the influence of the web is predominant. Unfortunately, structural and debris requirements now lead to designs which are at odds with
the hydraulic rEquirements. Future studies on the three-dimensional
aspects of pier shapes leading to minimum scour must seek ~o reconcile
these factors.
Most noteworthy in the abutment results is the position of the
scour hole, which clearly indicates those portions of the abutment requiring the greatest protection. Evidently, the abutment need not be
strengthened at all poin-~s. but only where the scour will occur. For the
gravity type of ab1xl:.ment, it would probably be impractical to construct
a concrete wall to a variable depth for this purpose. However, supplementary protection such as sheet-piling or sunken revetment could economically be applied. Fer the case of the stub type, on the other hand, the
sheet-piling enclosing the approach couid easily be driven to a variable
depth, thereby providing maximum safety without undue expense. The
paving or rip-rapping of the slopes should be planned in the same manner,
the upstream corner and neighboring slopes receiving the greatest protection and the remainder being reduced accordingly.
The increase in safety 11\Jhich is afforded by rounding the upstream corner of the gravity abutment is apparent from the measurements.
'What further reduction in scour may b'~ obtained by reshaping the wall
should be determined in a companion study to that of reshaping the piers.
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